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Big, in every way
OPTIMO® is big from every point of view.

Its large working volume - greater than 11m3 - means that there is no limit to the size of workpiece that can
be processed. The high levels of its performance allow high speed processing to be carried out with excellent
quality and precision.

System flexibility and productivity are further enhanced by its high accessibility, which offers a large number
of solutions for workpiece jigs or fixtures and handling. Prima Power's experience in the field of 3D laser
machines is second to none, and this is reflected in OPTIMO®, a higher class, reliable production tool.

The rapid tool changing system and the variety of laser power available allow the widest range of cutting and
welding applications.

GIS (Gas Insulated Switchgear) Van bumper Welding for nuclear industry

Car sideWheel cover Car wash tunnel

Many good reasons to use Optimo®

The profit

❚ Possibility to process very large workpieces
without repositioning or to use more than one
station simultaneously

❚ High dynamic performance and high precision
throughout the whole working volume

❚ Rapid and simple application changeover (for
example: from cutting to welding)

❚ Direct motor-driven focusing head: high
precision, with no backlash or wear

❚ Fixed length, cylindrical, slim Z column, without
bellows: the best of mechanical rigidity and
maximum penetration

❚ Rigid, symmetrical and stable structure,
designed for the workshop environment

❚ Rapid and simple installation: no need for
structural foundations

The footprint

❚ High productivity combined with high energy
efficiency

❚ Excellent working volume to floor area ratio

❚ Low operating  costs and reduced maintenance

❚ Accessibility and freedom of machine
configuration

❚ Flexibility: simple and immediate setup and
changes of production

❚ Easy and smart use, ergonomic design



Superior, in every detail
Machine

❚ Mobile optics: accuracy and speed are independent

of the weight and size of components to be worked

❚ Compact design: laser and control system in a

single unit

❚ Gantry architecture: accessibility, accurate

movement of axes, rigidity and stability

❚ Main carriage with dual drive for bilateral

positioning movement

❚ Carbon fiber Z column for an excellent structural

rigidity

Laser

❚ Fast axial flow CO2 lasers by Prima Electro:

application flexibility, high reliability and low
running costs, particularly suitable for frequent
changes of production. Available with powers
from 3 to 5 kW

❚ Diffusion-cooled CO2 Slab lasers: excellent beam

quality (k=0.95) which grants high speed cutting,
especially on stainless steel, and deep penetration
welding. Available with powers from 2.5 to 4 kW

Performance and profitability of fiber and CO2

lasers depend on application: Prima Power experts
will suggest the best solution for each specific case.

Numerical control

P20L numerical control by Prima Electro:

❚ User-friendly slim console with touch screen and

trackball

❚ High computational power and powerful HMI,

Windows® embedded

❚ Advanced algorithms for predictive trajectory

control. Axes movement coordination by a
patented system in case of redundant architecture

❚ TOB (Technology On Board) and TOBIA

(Technology On Board Interface Application)

Easy and flexible use
Smart  programming

❚ User-friendly and powerful 3D and 2D CAD-CAM

software that allows an easy and quick generation
and testing of the entire cutting program starting
from the mathematical models of the workpiece

❚ Graphic user interface for easy part-program

optimization: no need of G-Code modifications,
all editing is graphically performed

❚ Portable self-teach programming handbox,

ergonomic and intuitive to use (large screen,
graphic interface, joystick)

Shorter cycle times - Higher flexibility

❚ Predictive trajectory control: maximized speed

according to desired accuracy

❚ LPM: remarkable reduction of piercing time

❚ FPC: production changes without optics setup

❚ Perfect Tool package: quick, easy and accurate

head geometries calibration and beam-tip
alignment

Focusing head

❚ Direct drives and transducers: high dynamics and

accuracy, no backlash, reduced maintenance

❚ Minimum encumbrance and excellent penetration

capacity

❚ Dedicated adaptive axis, with very high dynamics

maintains workpiece surface stand-off distance

❚ A measuring machine within the cutting one:

OPTIMO®'s cutting nozzle can be used as a
measuring tool to speed up the setup time as well
as to validate parts directly on the machine

❚ Double safety joint (SIPS): in case of collision, the

nozzle and/or the whole head collapse. Quick and
simple repositioning

❚ Modularity and application flexibility



Smart and flexible for a variety of applications
Cabin

❚ Large, automatic telescopic doors for optimal
accessibility which can be set to optimize swap-
piece time

❚ Large windows with integral interlocks: excellent
visibility and complete safety

❚ Equipped maintenance area to allow operations
on optics and carriages in complete safety

Automation: a variety of solutions

OPTIMO® can be equipped with different
automation solutions, ranging from very simple to
very complex ones, depending on the type of
process, the quantity and size of the parts to be
manufactured and the process duration for each
part. Fume extraction is designed to allow
maximum efficiency for all the proposed solutions.

❚ Starting from a large number of standard
automation solutions both for 2D and 3D cutting,
like Split Cabin, CN turntable, fixed and flying
tables, it is possible to define the best material
flow inside the working volume. In addition, it is
also possible to dedicate a machine-specific side
to perform different applications  by designing an
highly-customized system

❚ The OPTIMO® gantry architecture allows three
totally independent entry sides.There is no limit
to the possible automation solutions

❚ An R&D team of OPTIMO® experts suggests the
best configuration for each process

Applications

❚ OPTIMO® features top class performance in
every application field

❚ A fast-changing system of the head attachment
allows switching from a process to another

❚ 7.5” lens for high thickness material

❚ Welding heads with coaxial nozzle for adduction
of protection gas or with the “HOW” (Hands-
Off-Welding) remote welding solution

❚ Wire feeder to add material if required by the
application

Prima Power Services

Prima Power has a strong and efficient service
network around the globe.

❚ The range of services offered is comprehensive,
to cover the entire life cycle of the machine: from
consultancy to installation and training, from on-
site to phone support and teleservice, from
maintenance to product updates

❚ Our Tech Centers and specialist teams offer
advice and instruction on technology, materials,
cycle times optimization, programming and
CAD/CAM systems, etc.

❚ All-in contracts, particularly useful in case of
intensive and 24/7 use of machines  and systems,
provide maximum machine availability and
productivity

HIGHEST MODULARITY

CUTTING
Flat mirror

Cutting head
5” lens

Cutting head
7.5” lens

HOW head
short focal length Cladding

HOW head
long focal length

Wire feeder
long focal length

Wire feeder
short focal length

Gas assisted
welding head

short focal length

Gas assisted
welding head

long focal length

WELDING
Parabolic mirror



solutions

solutions

for multiple solutions

to the workpiece handling configurations. The following are a few examples:

Split Cabin solution

Two working areas separated by a partition.

The cabin doors alternately open and close.

Masked time loading/unloading in complete safety.

The partition can be removed to restore
the full working volume.

Single front solution

Two shuttles alternately enter and exit
the working area.

Masked time workpiece substitution.

Split version also available for masked time
shuttle exchange.

Numerous customizable

Open space

Standard

The large working volume and high accessibility mean that there is virtually no limit 

Basic solution

A single, large working area entirely dedicated
to the workpieces and the jigs.

Complete cabin opening (4,700 mm):
unlimited accessibility even for very large workpieces.

Worktables solution

A single, large working area with
4 worktables (1,000 x 2,000 mm each)

for ease of movement around the workpieces
and maximum space management flexibility.



Technical specifications
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X Y Z
4,500 mm 2,500 mm 1,020 mm

360° continuous
± 135°

± 10 mm
± 10 mm

85 m/min
50 m/min
1.5 rev/s

0.7 g
1.2 g
0.4 g

60 rad/s2 (9.5 rev/s2)
4 g

0.001 mm
0.00006°

Positioning accuracy (Pa): Repeatability (Ps):
0.06 mm 0.06 mm
0.03 mm 0.03 mm
0.005° 0.005°

Length Width Height
8,200 mm 5,300 mm 4,100 mm

~18,700 kg

2,500 W - 5,000 W

Fixed parts: RAL 5015 - RAL 9006   Moving parts: RAL 2008

Linear axes

Head  axes

Speed
Trajectory
X,Y, Z
A, B

Acceleration
Trajectory
Trajectory (with Vivida)

X,Y, Z
A, B
C

Resolution
X,Y, Z
A, B

Precision (*)
• according to VDI/DGQ 3441 standards

X,Y, Z
X,Y, Z (with optical scales)

A, B

Maximum overall dimensions
(excluding remotable CNC and ancillaries)

Weight (basic machine)

Standard CO2 laser power

Colours

A
B
C
W (Vivida)

(*) The accuracy of the piece depends on its type, size, pre-treatment and the conditions of application
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A substantial leap forward in productivity

The Vivida head is a true small machine within the
large OPTIMO®.

OPTIMO®, the “main machine”, moves and directs the
laser tool in its wide working envelope.

The Vivida head, the “small machine”, performs short
and very fast movements (12 m/s2).To this purpose, it
features an additional linear axis (W) that is
coordinated with the B and C head axes to generate
the Vivida's own working volume (20 x 20 x 20 mm).

Far from being a simple end-effector,Vivida shares the
movements with OPTIMO®, according to their
particular skills, thanks to the CNC and to its
proprietary advanced algorithms.

The high dynamics movements are assigned to the
small and light machine, and the stress on the main
one is reduced, even when the highest performance is
demanded.

Optimo® Vivida

Cycle time comparison between OPTIMO®

and OPTIMO® Vivida

holes and slots

-28%

external contour

-15%

total

-27%

Time savings with Vivida: -27%

OPTIMO®

3’ 26” 

32”

3’ 58”

OPTIMO® Vivida

2’ 28”

27”

2’ 55”

New horizons for 3D laser cutting

New applications for the large, fast and accurate
OPTIMO® machine:

❚ Grids, filters and decorations on large, thin 3D

components

❚ Mass production of large automotive parts

❚ Sound abatement panels drilling in the aerospace field

❚ “Quasi remote” laser welding in the mobility world

❚ No limits to the productive use of the laser, even for

oversized and intricate parts

Car body bonnet, inner panel:
91 holes and slots,4,990 mm external contour,
Cutting with CP4000 laser.

The Olympic Torch is manufactured by
OPTIMO® Vivida.


